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ABSTRACT Aqueous proline solutions are deceptively simple as they can take on complex roles such as protein chaperones,
cryoprotectants, and hydrotropic agents in biological processes. Here, a molecular level picture of proline/water mixtures is
developed. Car-Parrinello ab initio molecular dynamics (CPAIMD) simulations of aqueous proline amino acid at the B-LYP level
of theory, performed using IBM’s Blue Gene/L supercomputer and massively parallel software, reveal hydrogen-bonding
propensities that are at odds with the predictions of the CHARMM22 empirical force field but are in better agreement with results
of recent neutron diffraction experiments. In general, the CPAIMD (B-LYP) simulations predict a simplified structural model of
proline/water mixtures consisting of fewer distinct local motifs. Comparisons of simulation results to experiment are made by
direct evaluation of the neutron static structure factor S(Q) from CPAIMD (B-LYP) trajectories as well as to the results of the
empirical potential structure refinement reverse Monte Carlo procedure applied to the neutron data.

INTRODUCTION

Aqueous proline amino acid has long been known to possess

unusual physical, colligative, and transport properties such as

viscosities that are anomalously high for such a low molec-

ular weight solute (1–3). More importantly, due to aqueous

proline’s unique properties, proline-water mixtures, which

show surprisingly large proline solubility, demonstrate ru-

dimentary biochemical functionality. For example, aqueous

proline exhibits hydrotropism—the property whereby in-

creased proline content increases the solubility in water of

hydrophobic compounds (4). Due to this behavior, it has been

suggested that aqueous proline may act as a simple chemical

chaperone in protein folding (5). Aqueous proline is also

considered to be a natural bioprotectant expressed by plants

and other organisms (such as bacteria and protozoa) under

adverse conditions such as low temperature stress (6–11).

There has been extensive speculation in the literature as to

the molecular origin of the unusually diverse properties of

aqueous proline and, in particular, how they are connected to

proline’s hydration structure and hydrogen-bonding pro-

pensities. One prevailing view has been that ordered inter-

mediate range aggregates are formed in solution and that

these lead to the peculiar properties of the proline-water

mixtures (1). While there has been some indirect evidence for

the presence of aggregates from spectroscopic, light scatter-

ing, and calorimetric measurements (3,4,12), very recent

neutron diffraction obtained at intermediate and low Q ap-

pear to rule out persistent aggregates having a well-defined

characteristic length scale, implying that only local correla-

tions are relevant for an understanding of the physical

properties (13). Extensive computer simulations based on

empirical potential models such as CHARMM22 (14) with

sampling efficiency improved by parallel tempering have

also ruled out the presence of well-ordered mesoscale

structures, but do provide evidence for more diffuse hetero-

geneities arising from concentration fluctuations which

nicely explains the light scattering data. The empirical model

simulations also suggest that proline suppresses the normal

temperature dependence of structure of water and preserves

ambient correlations even in very cold solutions (15,16)

by frustrating the formation of ice crystals via competitive

hydrogen-bonding of proline to water. This latter insight

provides an explanation of the prolines’ colligative and

cryoprotective properties.

Although the empirical model simulation studies have

contributed to the understanding of proline solutions, signif-

icant open questions remain. The structure of the mixtures

predicted by various rigid, nonpolarizable (fixed charge)

water potentials (SPC/E, TIP3P, and TIP4P) in conjunction

with CHARMM22 was compared to neutron diffraction data

through direct evaluation of the static structure factor S(Q)
from the MD trajectories. This approach deals directly with

the experimental observable(s) rather than the site-site dis-

tributions gij(r), which are not directly measured and can only

be inferred through reverse Monte Carlo procedures such as

the empirical potential structure refinement method (17).

Some features of S(Q) were found to be well described by all
three empirical potential models whereas others were poorly

represented by all. Ultimately, no empirical model has pro-

vided a clearly superior description of the experimental data

and none could be ruled out (16). It is clear that all three em-

pirical models are limited in the sense that all are rigid and

neglect polarization effects that may be significant in this

system. Therefore, a molecular level understanding of pro-

line-water solutions is yet lacking; a rather surprising con-

clusion.
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To obtain a more complete understanding of the molec-

ular structure of aqueous proline solutions, we have per-

formed first-principles molecular dynamics simulations

(18) on IBM’s Blue Gene/L supercomputer at the B-LYP

level of theory enabled by massively parallel software

(19,20). Comparing these new results to the previously re-

ported empirical models and to experimental diffraction

data, it is possible to determine the structural motifs that

underlie proline’s remarkable properties and to assess the

importance of the physics that drive them. In particular, the

influence of flexibility and polarizability on the structural

properties of this important system can be discerned and are

described herein.

METHODS

Aqueous proline was modeled from first-principles within the follow-

ing approximations. The gradient-corrected Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (21,22)

(B-LYP) approximate density functional and a plane-wave basis set (B-LYP/

pw) were used in conjunction with a 70 Ry energy cutoff and norm-con-

serving pseudopotentials (23) at the G-point. Car-Parrinello ab initio mo-

lecular dynamics (18) (CPAIMD) were performed in the canonical ensemble

using Nosé-Hoover chain thermostats (24–28) and a 0.125 fs time-step on

IBM’s Blue Gene/L supercomputer using new massively parallel software

(19,20).

A 38:2 water/proline mixture corresponding to a 2.75 M solution was

examined. The system was first equilibrated under the CHARMM22 force

field (C22) (14) in conjunction with the rigid, nonpolarizable TIP4P (29)

water model via a 3-ns parallel tempering simulation. Furthermore, the

empirical model results were used to allow a three-way comparison be-

tween previously published empirical model results (16), which consisted

of considerably larger systems (6860:343 water/proline molecules), the

finite size empirical model results, and the CPAIMD (B-LYP) ab initio

calculations. Four starting configurations for a series of four CPAIMD

(B-LYP) simulations were picked at random from the T ¼ 300 K walker

of the empirical model parallel tempering computation. In each case, the

systems was equilibrated under CPAIMD (B-LYP) dynamics for 10 ps.

Data were subsequently collected for all initial conditions for 200 ps. In

this way, a total of 800 ps of sampling was performed for the 38:2 system

under B-LYP.

RESULTS

In Fig. 1, snapshots from CPAIMD (B-LYP) trajectories,

which depict selected hydrogen-bonded motifs as well as the

arrangement of water around the apolar groups, are pre-

sented. Also shown is the labeling scheme for the proline

atoms that we will refer to in later discussion of the structure.

Direct comparison to experiment: Validation of
CPAIMD (B-LYP) approach

In Fig. 2, a–c, we give the static structure factor S(Q) ob-
tained by CPAIMD-B-LYP simulation, by classical MD

simulation using two empirical water potentials (TIP3P and

TIP4P) and experimental neutron diffraction on isotopically

substituted samples. We emphasize that the experimental

structure factor is obtained directly from the measured dif-

fraction intensity once corrections for background, multiple

scattering, and nuclear recoil are applied, as described in

McLain et al. (13). For all simulated systems, S(Q) is gen-
erated by direct evaluation from the simulation trajectories

and not via Fourier transform of the corresponding total pair

correlation function. We thereby avoid truncation errors in

S(Q) as discussed in detail in Troitzsch et al. (16). The

method used is summarized in the Supplementary Material in

Data S1. We have incorporated nuclear quantum effects us-

ing the same procedure as described in Troitzsch et al. (16);

as discussed therein, compounds containing light atoms ex-

hibit nuclear quantum effects that impact upon structural

properties, and hence upon the structure factor.

Three isotopically distinct systems are considered: fully

deuterated proline in D2O, partially deuterated proline (D
substitution only on amide sites in D2O), and fully hydroge-

nous proline in H2O. For fully hydrogenous proline, we pres-

ent results for Q . 2 Å�1 because, as discussed in McLain

et al. (13), in the experimental results, the background and

inelasticity corrections are most difficult to remove in the low

FIGURE 1 Snapshots of the molecular trajectory show-

ing selected hydrogen-bonding motifs, as well as the struc-

ture of water around the apolar groups. Further, the labeling

scheme for the proline atoms is shown.
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Q (i.e., Q , 2 Å�1) region for compounds containing hy-

drogen. Since backbone hydrogens are nonexchangeable,

we can neglect H/D exchange in these systems. In Figs. S1

and S2 in Data S1, we demonstrate, through explicit calcu-

lation, that finite size effects are not significant, and therefore

do not alter the conclusions drawn from the S(Q) calcula-
tions.

Discrepancies between the empirical potential model

and experiment are largest for the fully deuterated system

(Fig. 2 b) where the first peak height and position are both

significantly overestimated. By contrast, S(Q) obtained

from the CPAIMD trajectories is in better agreement with

the measured data for this isotopic composition. Both the

peak position and intensity are much improved relative to

the empirical models. We will explore the structural dif-

FIGURE 2 Static structure factor, S(Q), as obtained from the trajectories

for classical and ab initio calculations, as well as from neutron experiments

(13). Panels show (a) the system fully deuterated, apart from the proline

backbone, (b) fully deuterated and (c) fully hydrogenous system.

FIGURE 3 Comparison of differences in the static structure factors given

in Fig. 2, as obtained from classical and ab initio calculations, as well as from

neutron experiments (13). (a) Difference between the fully deuterated and

the partially deuterated cases (i.e., between panels b and a in Fig. 2). (b)
Difference between the fully hydrogenous and the partially deuterated cases

(i.e., between panels c and a in Fig. 2). (c) Difference in static structure

factor for water and heavy water.
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ferences between the empirical models that lead to these

results after consideration of the other two isotopic com-

positions. In the case of partially deuterated proline in D2O
(Fig. 2 a), agreement between empirical potentials and

experiment is better, though the first peak position is still

overestimated. TheCPAIMD-B-LYPmodel, although slightly

overestimating the peak intensity, provides a better descrip-

tion of the peak position and shape in comparison with the

experimental data. We should note here that the B-LYP

model provides an inadequate description of the dispersion

interaction and hence treats hydrophobic interactions less

accurately; this particularly manifests itself in the partially

deuterated system. A correction scheme to this problem is

outlined in Data S1. Finally, in the fully hydrogenous case

(Fig. 2 c), none of the simulation models accounts well for the

measured intensity nearQ� 5.2 and the TIP4P model system

appears to reproduce the first peak better than the CPAIMD-

B-LYP model. It is likely that the failure of the CPAIMD

model owes its origin to a less accurate description of the

water structure.

To illustrate the contributions from the backbone hydro-

gens to the structure factor, Fig. 3 a displays the difference

between the structure factors for the fully deuterated and the

partially deuterated systems (i.e., between panels b and a in

Fig. 2), while in Fig. 3 b, we do likewise for the amine and

water hydrogens by illustrating the difference between the

fully hydrogenous and the partially deuterated system (i.e.,

between panels c and a in Fig. 2). Fig. 3 a indicates that the

classical models appear to provide a better description than

the CPAIMD model. This is probably because this quantity

emphasizes the contributions of the hydrophobic interactions

to the static structure factor, and as discussed above, the

CPAIMD model describes the dispersion interactions un-

derlying the hydrophobic interactions inadequately, a point

that manifests itself again when we discuss the structural

motifs present. In Fig. 3 b, we find that the classical models

appear to perform better than the CPAIMD model. This is

TABLE 1 Coordination numbers for bifurcated and

conventional H-bonds in proline-proline and proline-water

contacts at the carboxyl group

TIP4P SPC/E CPAIMD EPSR (13) a b

HC2 bifurcated 0.01 0.01 0.00 2.4 2.1

HC2 0.03 0.03 0.06 2.4 2.1

HC3 bifurcated 0.06 0.01 0.01 2.4 2.1

HC3 0.05 0.04 0.11 2.4 2.1

HW bifurcated 0.42 0.50 0.03 2.4 2.1

HW 2.29 2.28 1.53 2.4 2.1

Total HW 2.71 2.78 1.56 1.67 2.4

Total bifurcated 0.49 0.52 0.04

Total nonbifurcated 2.37 2.35 1.80

Total 2.86 2.86 1.84 1.96

Figs. 4 and 5 show the corresponding distributions. The column headers a

and b (in Å) delimit the symmetric areas of integration as defined in

Troitzsch et al. (16).

FIGURE 4 Two-dimensional radial distribution indicating the distances

of the carboxyl group oxygens to one (distinct) hydrogen on the amide

group. The classical simulation in panel a shows a strong propensity for

bifurcation that is present in the finite time and size run in panel b, but wholly

absent in the CPAIMD result shown in panel c.
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due to the less accurate description of the fully hydrogenous

system, as noted above. It should be noted that it is not

possible to correct for the effects of water structure upon the

CPAIMD results, as the small size and short timescale of

CPAIMD leads to poor statistics, and hence large errors when

undertaking such a calculation. In Fig. 3 c, we present the

difference in water and heavy water S(Q)s with appropriate

weighting. It can be seen that the TIP4P model is in best

agreement with the experimental results; the CPAIMDmodel

underestimates the location of the first peak, while also

overestimating its intensity.

Structural motifs

Wenow consider the structural differences contributing to the

S(Q) variations. First we address the question of hydration of
the prolinemolecules by reporting the coordination number of

water around the carboxyl oxygen atoms. For the CPAIMD

(B-LYP) system the average carboxyl oxygen-to-water hy-

drogen coordination number is;1.6whereas it ismuch larger

(�2.8) in the empirical model with little variation observed

between SPC/E and TIP4P potentials. Empirical potential

structure refinement of the neutron diffraction data implies a

coordination number of �1.7. The CPAIMD (B-LYP) result

is in better agreement with this value and is in fact marginally

underhydrated relative to the empirical potential structure

refinement (EPSR) result (see Table 1). We will return to the

structural origin of the discrepancy between the empirical

model and CPAIMD (B-LYP) results below.

The empirical models show two prominent structural

features that appear to be absent from the CPAIMD(B-LYP)

simulation. The first motif predicted by the empirical models

is the bifurcated hydrogen bond in which a water or amide

hydrogen acts as a proton donor to two carboxyl oxygens

simultaneously (16). These bifurcated H-bonds are evident in

the joint distribution function, gðrOC17�HC3
; rOC16�HC3

Þ; which
measures the joint probability of finding the amide proton

HC3 at a given distance from the carboxyl oxygens (OC17 and

OC16) where the labeling is as defined in Fig. 1. For the

empirical model system, Fig. 4 a, we see that there is only one
preferred inter-proline dimer contact where the amide proton

is equidistant from the carboxyl oxygens. The H-bond

therefore shows a strong tendency to bifurcate. The results for

a smaller system size and shorter time empirical model

simulation are shown in Fig. 4 b. It is clear that finite size and
finite sampling time do not lead to qualitative differences in

the empirical model simulation results and the choice of

system size and timescale for the CPAIMD (B-LYP) study

can be justified. We discuss this point in more detail in Data

S1. The corresponding joint distribution for the CPAIMD

(B-LYP) system (which can be compared directly to the

empirical model in Fig. 4 b) is shown in Fig. 4 c. Here the

signature for H-bond bifurcation is absent and there is a dis-

tinct preference for a single, somewhat shorter H-bond; two

distinct contact distances are present.

In the case of proline-water hydrogen bonding, we also see

evidence of similar H-bond bifurcation in water-proline hy-

dration structure of the empirical model. Two-dimensional

distributions analogous to those for proline-proline dimer

FIGURE 5 Analogous to Fig. 4: two-dimensional radial distribution

indicating the distances of the carboxyl group oxygens to water hydrogen.

Again, classical results (a) shows bifurcation occurs, even in the finite time

and size run (b), but is absent in the CPAIMD result (c).
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contacts are shown in Fig. 5 a for the empirical model in

which the amide proton position is replaced by the water

proton. Diffuse intensity is observed over a wide range of

distances with appreciable contribution arising at the point

where the water proton is equidistant from the carboxyl

oxygen and thus participating in a bifurcated H-bond. The

presence of this bifurcated H-bond may be responsible for

the overhydration of proline observed in the empirical

model relative to CPAIMD (B-LYP) and EPSR-generated

ensembles based on neutron diffraction data, and is likely

due to the neglect of many-body polarization in the

CHARM22 empirical model calculations. The suppression

of this bifurcated motif in the CPAIMD (B-LYP) system is

clearly seen in Fig. 5 c, where no intensity is observed at the
equidistant position corresponding to an H-bond contact.

The second motif of interest predicted by empirical model

simulations is proline dimers formed by apolar (hydro-

phobic) associations that contribute a distinct close contact

between carbon atoms of the ring. The latter is illustrated in

the two-dimensional joint distribution functions between

ring carbons shown in Fig. 6 a for the empirical model.

Specifically, we depict the distribution function,

gðrCg�Cb
; rCg�Cd

Þ: Under the empirical model, it is clear that

contacts between these atoms exhibit very close approaches

implying that proline associates via apolar contacts as ex-

pected for hydrophobic systems. In Fig. 6 b, the results of an
empirical model simulation performed in a small system for

short times is given to explore finite size and finite timescale

effects on the results as above. Again, the choice of system

size and timescale for the CPAIMD (B-LYP) study is

thereby justified, as discussed in more detail in the Data S1.

The same two-dimensional joint distribution for the

CPAIMD (B-LYP) system is shown in Fig. 6 c. Under
CPAIMD (B-LYP), we find that the only significant features

arise from hydrogen-bonded dimers, a result that cannot be

explained by finite system size and timescale effects. Note,

however, that the B-LYP functional does not provide an

adequate description of dispersion (30,31), which may be

the overriding factor in the absence of hydrophobic asso-

ciation in the CPAIMD (B-LYP) study. Comparison of the

radial distribution of the backbone carbons between

CPAIMD (B-LYP) and EPSR (13) (not shown) supports the

suggestion that the ab initio result is undercoordinated in the

backbone association.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In summary, first-principles molecular dynamics simula-

tions of aqueous proline amino acid reveal considerable

differences in local structure, which effect the description

of hydration and dimer formation via hydrogen bonding.

Specifically, in the CPAIMD system, carboxyl group hy-

dration is diminished; dimerization via hydrophobic con-

tacts is suppressed; and hydrogen-bond bifurcation is

virtually eliminated relative to the empirical model.

Overhydration of the carboxyl groups by nonpolarizable

force fields is likely an important source of error in protein

simulations. Similarly, the overstabilization of bifurcated

H-bonds seems likely to bias empirical model simulations

in unphysical ways. Direct evaluation of the structure

factor from classical and CPAIMD trajectories generally

FIGURE 6 Two-dimensional radial distribution functions of the back-

bone (hydrophobic) contact for (a) classical, (b) classical finite size and time,

and (c) CPAIMD. It is clear that the close contact between the backbones

exists in the classical system despite short runtime and finite box size.
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reveals that the CPAIMD structures are in better agreement

with experimental neutron diffraction data on isotopically

labeled samples and that some significant discrepancies

between classical MD and measured S(Q) are resolved in

the CPAIMD simulations. The local structural motifs that

emerge from the B-LYP CPAIMD simulations therefore

appear not only to be simpler than those found observed in

the empirical models computations, but more importantly,

also represent a better comparison to the experimental data.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

To view all of the supplemental files associated with this

article, visit www.biophysj.org.
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